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It’s time for a big race where 
everything may happen. Join the 
characters from the Peppa Pig 
series, traverse the path full of 
surprises and try to reach the goal as 
quickly as possible. 

Embark on an exceptional adventure 
accompanying characters from the PAW 
PATROL series in their chase after treats. 
Thanks to a special die with paws you will 
play as 4 different characters looking for 
delicious bones. Watch for obstacles that 
will make your task more difficult. 



Classic games for the whole family! Ludo 
Lead all your pawns to your “home area”. 
Watch out for your opponents, which you will 
definitely meet along the way. Who will have 
more luck with dice?  Snakes & Ladders  
Take part in a race full of unexpected twists. 
Come across the squares that will take you 
away from winning and to those which will 
allow you to reach the finish line faster. Who 
will be the winner?

Classic games for the whole family! Ludo Lead 
all your pawns to your “home area”. Watch out for 
your opponents, which you will definitely meet 
along the way. Who will have more luck with dice?  
Pups Race  Take part in a race full of unexpected 
twists. Come across the squares that will take you 
away from winning and to those which will allow 
you to reach the finish line faster. Who will be the 
winner?

© 2020 Spin Master. All Rights Reserved.
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Welcome to the Frozen World! 
Together with Elsa, Anna, Olaf, 
and Kristoff you will face a really 
important task! You have to find 
crystals of magic ice. Who will 
find the most of them?

Elsa, together with Anna and their 
friends, sets out on an extraordinary 
journey to uncover the truth about her 
magical powers. Help your favourite 
characters from the film Frozen 2 find 
ice crystals and then take the magical 
objects safely to the ice palace.

Elsa wishes to uncover the mystery behind 
her magical powers – but will she find out the 
truth? Fortunately for her, she can count on 
her sister Anna and their amazing friends. 
Join your favourite characters in the world of 
Frozen II, be observant and test your memory!

© Disney
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In BOOM BOOM, players try to collect sets of cards 
with heroes of Paw Patrol. Players exchange their 
cards with cards on the board at the same time. After 
catching four of the same characters, the player rings 
the bell to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt 
for cards of the same type, making the gameplay even 
more exciting. The player who collects complete Paw 
Patrol sets is the winner!

In BOOM BOOM, players try to collect sets of cards 
with the same Stinkers. Players exchange their cards 
with cards on the board at the same time. After 
catching four of the same Stinkers, the player rings 
the bell to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt 
for cards of the same type, making the gameplay even 
more exciting. The player who collects complete sets 
of Stinker cards is the winner!

In BOOM BOOM players try to collect sets of cards 
with cats or dogs. Players exchange their cards with 
cards on the board at the same time. After catching 
four of the same dogs or cats, the player rings the 
bell to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt for 
cards of the same type, making the gameplay even 
more exciting. The player who collects complete 
sets of dog or cat cards is the winner!

© 2020 Spin Master. All Rights Reserved.
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In BOOM BOOM, players try to collect sets of cards 
with heroes of Frozen II.Players exchange their cards 
with cards on the board at the same time. After 
catching four of the same characters, the player rings 
the bell to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt 
for cards of the same type, making the gameplay 
even more exciting. The player who collects complete 
Frozen II sets is the winner!

In BOOM BOOM players try to collect sets of cards 
with cats or dogs. Players exchange their cards with 
cards on the board at the same time. After catching 
four of the same dogs or cats, the player rings the bell 
to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt for cards 
of the same type, making the gameplay even more 
exciting. The player who collects complete sets of dog 
or cat cards is the winner!

In BOOM BOOM, players try to collect sets of cards 
with the same Stinkers. Players exchange their cards 
with cards on the board at the same time. After 
catching four of the same Stinkers, the player rings 
the bell to signal that a set is ready. Players can hunt 
for cards of the same type, making the gameplay even 
more exciting. The player who collects complete sets 
of Stinker cards is the winner!

© Disney

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Queue is a board game illustrating the reality of daily 
life in the declining years of Poland’s communist 
government. At first glance, your task as a player 
seems simple: you must send your family to stores 
and buy all the products on your shopping list. But the 
problem is that the shelves in the five nearby stores are 
empty.

Birds are twittering merrily and the mushroom
hunting is soon to begin. Who is the wittiest hunter
of all? The forest is huge and there aren’t many
mushrooms – who will pick the most of them?
Let’s start!



ZIG ZAP is a dynamic game during which 
you’ll need
to keep your eyes open for specific animal 
cards. It all
depends on what you have on your heads! 
As rules
change incessantly, each game is truly one 
of a kind.



An unpredictable and intense game of skill, where
speed in picking out ingredients is the most
important. Sounds simple? Think again. You can use
only tongs and your nimble hands! Catch them all as 
quickly as you can!



© 2020 Spin Master. All Rights Reserved.
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JUMPERS – PAW PATROL is a simple dexterity
game for the whole family. Who will be the best
shooter and hit the centre of the target with their
jumpers? Find out now. The heroes of Paw Patrol
invite you to have a great time together.

JUMPERS – FROZEN II is a simple dexterity game
for the whole family. Who will be the best shooter
and will hit the centre of the target with their
jumpers? Find out now. The heroes of Frozen II
invite you to have a great time together.



Quickly act out a word or phrase depicted
on a card! Be lightening fast, precise and…
ready for everything! Is this a lion or a singer?
Try the new cool CHARADES JUNIOR!
Hundreds of pictures and even more acting
ideas. Draw a card and communicate a word
or phrase (no sounds allowed!). How many
can you convey in 2 minutes? And how many
will your team guess?



At ANONIMO, each player draws their secret card 
which is shown to everyone except them. Draw a clue 
type, pick a player whom you consider the best helper 
and collect points for making correct guesses.

ANONIMO JUNIOR is a parlour game in which
the players have to guess who or what is on the
cards placed on their heads. Put on a headband,
draw a character or an item card and ask clever
questions to make the correct guess as quickly 
as possible.
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Build Hagrid’s Hut, using natural bricks fired at 1,000°C and genuine 
wood. Use decorative cardboard elements, and add some grass, real 
moss and stones to give the hut – looming at the edge of the Forbidden 
Forest – a unique look! The atmosphere in the hut was always cordial, 
and Hagrid’s friends often dropped by for a friendly chat. Now you can 
have the Hut on your own shelf. 
The set contains 92% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Build Ollivanders Wand Shop, using natural bricks 
fired at 1,000°C and genuine wood. Ollivanders Wand 
Shop was the place where students from Hogwarts 
bought their wands. Use decorative cardboard 
elements, add some real moss and stones to give the 
shop at Diagon Alley a unique look! Most importantly 
– you can combine different sets to create your own 
magical alley! Admire colourful window displays and 
peek into every nook and cranny. Now you can have 
some of the most notable shops on your own shelf. 
The set contains 93% natural ingredients.

Build Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes, using natural bricks 
fired at 1,000°C and genuine wood. The shop run by 
the twins – Fred and George – offered all sorts of 
joke objects and magical gadgets. Use decorative 
cardboard elements and add some red moss to 
give the shop at Diagon Alley a unique look! Admire 
colourful window displays and peek into every nook 
and cranny. Now you can have some of the most 
notable shops on your own shelf.
The set contains 93% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

*TV spot avaliable on client request.





The best wizarding school in the world is waiting for you! Build, 
from scratch, the central structure of the Castle – the Long 
Gallery! The Brick Trick Harry Potter series is a line of creative 
construction toys with real bricks! Discover the world of creative 
activities such building, cutting, gluing and decorating. Build the 
Viaduct Entrance, the Bell Towers and the Central Tower, and add 
the newly-build Middle Courtyard! Now the central structure of 
Hogwarts Castle from the Harry Potter series can be displayed on 
your very own shelf!
The set contains 96% natural ingredients.

The wizarding world is at your fingertips… just set the clock back! 
Build one of the oldest towers at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft 
and Wizardry – the Clock Tower!
The Brick Trick Harry Potter series is a line of creative construction 
toys with real bricks! Discover the world of creative activities 
such building, cutting, gluing and decorating. Build the Quad and 
adjoining towers – the Gryffindor Tower, the Divination Tower, the 
Lookout Tower, and even the Hospital Wing! Put your name in the 
Goblet of Fire and take part in the Triwizard Tournament; maybe 
you will be the champion for Hogwarts?
The set contains 96% natural ingredients.

Do you want to see more than just castle ruins? Build the 
most famous hall in Hogwarts Castle – the Great Hall! 
The Brick Trick Harry Potter series is a line of creative 
construction toys with real bricks! Discover the world 
of creative activities such building, cutting, gluing and 
decorating. Build the Marble Staircase Tower with three 
turrets on top of it – and do it from scratch! It’s where the 
headmaster’s office is located. Do you know the password 
to go inside?
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.



Brick Trick Travel is a new line of our toy building sets. 
Thanks to the products from the series, you’ll learn 
about some of the immensely popular and much-loved 
historical buildings, and – most importantly – you’ll 
get the chance to construct them from scratch. Due 
to the breathtaking nature of the miniature models’ 
real-life counterparts, all the bricklaying, woodcutting 
and tinkering will become even more exciting. While 
having fun using Brick Trick Travel products, you’ll 
gain a fascinating insight into the world of these 
constructions. Now the most famous historical 
buildings from every corner of the globe can be 
displayed on your very own shelf! The set contains all 
elements needed to create the Arc de Triomphe de 
l’Étoile.
The set contains 98% natural ingredients.

Brick Trick Travel is a new line of our toy building sets. 
Thanks to the products from the series, you’ll learn 
about some of the popular and much-loved historical 
buildings, and – most importantly – you’ll get the 
chance to construct them from scratch. Due to the 
breathtaking nature of the miniature models’ real-life 
counterparts, all the bricklaying, woodcutting and 
tinkering will become even more exciting. Now the 
most famous historical buildings from every corner 
of the globe can be displayed on your very own shelf! 
The set contains all elements needed to create the 
Mysterious Pyramid.
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Brick Trick Travel is a new line of our toy building sets. 
Thanks to the products from the series, you’ll learn 
about some of the immensely popular and much-loved 
historical buildings, and – most importantly – you’ll 
get the chance to construct them from scratch. Due 
to the breathtaking nature of the miniature models’ 
real-life counterparts, all the bricklaying, woodcutting 
and tinkering will become even more exciting. While 
having fun using Brick Trick Travel products, you’ll 
gain a fascinating insight into the world of these 
constructions. Now the most famous historical 
buildings from every corner of the globe can be 
displayed on your very own shelf! The set contains all 
elements needed to create Big Ben.
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Become a builder using 40 real clay 
bricks for your constructions. Brick Trick 
set is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use 
your imagination and create your own 
unique character building using your 
own interesting ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 40 real clay 
bricks for your constructions. Brick Trick 
set is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use 
your imagination and create your own 
unique character building using your 
own interesting ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 40 real clay 
bricks for your constructions. Brick Trick 
set is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use 
your imagination and create your own 
unique character building using your 
own interesting ideas and solutions.



Become a builder using 70 real clay bricks 
for your constructions. Brick Trick set 
is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use your 
imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 70 real clay bricks 
for your constructions. Brick Trick set 
is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use your 
imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.

The Brick Trick glue is a product from Trefl’s series of 
creative construction toys, where real natural brick is 
the main building material!
The glue is an amazing solution for those who wish 
to continue playing and build more projects. It is 
used to join together bricks and planks and decorate 
the buildings with elements coming with the set.





Educational Puzzles will attract not 
only kids, but also their parents. The 
jigsaw puzzles combine both fun and 
education, they stimulate imagination 
and curiosity. Puzzles are adapted to 
cognitive abilities of children in various 
age.

Educational Puzzles will attract not 
only kids, but also their parents. The 
jigsaw puzzles combine both fun and 
education, they stimulate imagination 
and curiosity. Puzzles are adapted to 
cognitive abilities of children in various 
age.
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Tiere ist ein lehrreiches Puzzlespiel, das Ihr Kind 
spierlerisch in die Welt der Tiere einführt. Es entdeckt, 
wie Mütter und Kinder im Tierreich aussehen, während 
es fröhlich mit einem Puzzle spielt. 

Farben und Formen ist ein einfaches und lustiges 
Spiel, das für die Jüngsten gedacht ist. Es hilft Kindern, 
mit viel Spaß Formen und Farben zu lernen. Beim 
Spielen entwickelt das Kind seine Beobachtungsgabe 
und seine motorischen Fähigkeiten sowie sein 
räumliches Vorstellungsvermögen.



Jahreszeiten ist ein Spiel, das Kindern zeigt, welche 
Änderungen jede Jahreszeit mit sich bringt.  Mit bunt 
bemalten Brettchen und für die Jahreszeiten typischen 
Bildern können Kinder Wahrnehmung, logisches 
Denken und kognitive Fähigkeiten entwickeln.

Das Alphabet ist ein pädagogisches Puzzle-Spiel, 
das Kinder auf spielerische Weise an Buchstaben 
heranführt. Das Spiel umfasst einfache, lustige 
Aufgaben, mit denen das Kind die Buchstaben lernt 
und übt, diese mit Bildern zu verknüpfen. Der perfekte 
erste Schritt beim Lesen- und Schreibenlernen.



Die Uhr ist ein pädagogisches Puzzlespiel, das 
Kindern das Lesen der analogen und der digitalen 
Uhr  beibringt und sie die verschiedenen Uhrzeiten zu 
unterschiedlichen Aktivitäten zuordnen lässt.

Zahlen ist ein pädagogisches Puzzlespiel, mit dem 
das Lernen von Zahlen Spaß macht. Das Kind lernt 
spielerisch die Zahlen und übt das Zählen bis zehn. 
Das Spiel eignet sich hervorragend als erster Schritt 
zum Erlernen der verschiedenen Rechenarten.



bekommst Du einen Punkt!

Das Lachfass ist ein verrücktes Spiel für die ganze 
Familie, bei dem ihr alle gleichzeitig die verrückten 
Aufgaben auf euren Karten macht. Ahmt ein Huhn oder 
eine Lokomotive nach, klopft mit dem Schuh auf den 
Tisch, legt etwas rotes von einer Stelle auf eine andere 
oder rennt rückwärts um den Tisch - das sind nur 
einige der Aufgaben, für die ihr aktiv werden müsst, und 
der Rest der Mitspieler sorgt für ein Fass voller Lachen!





In diesem unvorhersagbaren Spiel geht 
es heiß her: Stell deine Geschicklichkeit 
unter Beweis und hol dir die richtigen 
Zutaten. Klingt nach einer einfachen 
Aufgabe? Weit gefehlt! Du musst dich 
auf deine Stäbchen und geschickten 
Hände verlassen. Zeig, was du aus dem 
Hot Pot holen kannst!



Targeto ist ein sehr lustiges Spiel mit 5 
Spielvarianten. Für jeden ist etwas dabei. Schnappt 
euch die Katapulte und die passenden Spielfiguren 
und testet, wer von euch der bessere in den 
verschiedenen Spielvarianten ist. 

Der Umzug ist ein urkomisches Geschicklichkeitsspiel 
für die ganze Familie. Wählt die passende 
Schwierigkeitsstufe und helft Familie Treflik, ihr Auto 
zu packen, und dem Onkel, in sein neues Zuhause 
umzuziehen.

© KAZstudio SA



oder vielleicht ein Sänger? Teste dich im neuen und 
genialen Spiel Scharade Junior.

Werde zum Meister der Kreativität, täusche deine 

den Sieg in diesem Partyspiel voller Hinterlist und 
Spekulationen! Ein Spieler schreibt die Antwort auf die 
gestellte Frage auf, ein anderer stellt diese den übrigen 
Mitspielern vor. Aber pass auf, seine Version kann, 
muss aber nicht zu dem Original passen! Wird er einen 
Bluff riskieren oder gibt er die richtige Antwort?
Die übrigen Spieler entscheiden, ob hier einer versucht, 
euch in die Irre zu führen. Oder steckt gar nichts weiter 
dahinter? .........Ihr entscheidet! 



Entdecke die Brick-Trick-Reise-Serie 
und baue – mit echten Ziegelsteinen, 
Holzplanken und Ornamenten – die 
geheimnisvolle Pyramide.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Entdecke die Brick-Trick-Reise-Serie 
und baue – mit echten Ziegelsteinen, 
Holzplanken und Ornamenten – die Big Ben.

Entdecke die Brick-Trick-Reise-Serie 
und baue – mit echten Ziegelsteinen, 
Holzplanken und Ornamenten – die den 
Triumphbogen.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Become a builder using 40 real clay bricks for 
your constructions. Brick Trick set is an amazing 
solution for those who wish to continue playing 
and build more projects from the Brick Trick line. 
Use your imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 40 real clay bricks for 
your constructions. Brick Trick set is an amazing 
solution for those who wish to continue playing 
and build more projects from the Brick Trick line. 
Use your imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 40 real clay bricks for 
your constructions. Brick Trick set is an amazing 
solution for those who wish to continue playing 
and build more projects from the Brick Trick line. 
Use your imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.



Become a builder using 70 real clay bricks 
for your constructions. Brick Trick set is 
an amazing solution for those who wish to 
continue playing and build more projects from 
the Brick Trick line. Use your imagination and 
create your own unique character building 
using your own interesting ideas and solutions.

Become a builder using 70 real clay bricks 
for your constructions. Brick Trick set 
is an amazing solution for those who 
wish to continue playing and build more 
projects from the Brick Trick line. Use your 
imagination and create your own unique 
character building using your own interesting 
ideas and solutions.

The Brick Trick glue is a product from Trefl’s series 
of creative construction toys, where real natural 
brick is the main building material!
The glue is an amazing solution for those who wish 
to continue playing and build more projects. It is 
used to join together bricks and planks and decorate 
the buildings with elements coming with the set.
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Scambia rapidamente le carte.

Suona la campanella.
Vinci! Tantissime ore di divertimento!

Scambia rapidamente le carte.

Suona la campanella.
Vinci! Tantissime ore di divertimento!

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Zig Zap è un gioco dinamico nel quale tutti i giocatori 
dovranno tenere gli occhi ben aperti sulle singole 
carte degli animali. Tutto dipende da quello che ogni 
giocatore ha in mente! Poiché le regole cambiano 





Ogni giocatore scegliere un set di sedie
di un colore. Il giocatore più giovane inizia
la manche posizionando una delle sue sedie
al centro del tavolo.

aggiungono una delle loro sedie alla struttura.
Solo la prima sedia tocca il tavolo.

Vince chi si sbarazza per primo di tutte le sue sedie.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Smaterializzati alla Scuola di Magia e Stregoneria di 

avventure di Harry Potter.  Scopri quanto velocemente 

dovrai mimare delle parole/frasi a occhi chiusi o stando 
in piedi su una gamba sola

giocatori devono indovinare chi o cosa c’è raffigurato 
sulle carte posizionate sulle proprie teste. Indossa 

personaggio o un oggetto tratto da un racconto e 
formula delle domande intelligenti per fare l’ipotesi 
corretta il più velocemente possibile.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.



che ritieni possa aiutarti al meglio e raccogli i punti 
facendo delle ipotesi corrette.

giocatori devono indovinare chi o cosa c’è raffigurato 
sulle carte posizionate sulle proprie teste. Indossa 

personaggio o un oggetto tratto da un racconto e 
formula delle domande intelligenti per fare l’ipotesi 
corretta il più velocemente possibile.



Pesca una carta e leggi la domanda e le possibili 
risposte ad alta voce. Fai la tua scelta con discrezione. 

risposta. A seconda di quanto siano sicuri della 



Pesca una carta e leggi la domanda e le possibili 
risposte ad alta voce. Fai la tua scelta con discrezione. 

risposta. Il giocatore che conosce meglio la sua 

perfetto per iniziare una conversazione su argomenti 
che spesso sfuggono alla nostra attenzione nella 

partecipanti rifletteranno insieme su vari aspetti della 
vita quotidiana. Scegli la tua risposta su un particolare 
argomento e gli altri giocatori proveranno a indovinarla.



unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 



Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Trefl’s series of creative construction 

building material!
The glue is an amazing solution for 
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Intercambia rápidamente las cartas.

Haz sonar el timbre.

Intercambia rápidamente las cartas.

Haz sonar el timbre.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



cartas de animales específicas. Todo dependerá de 
lo que tengáis en mente en ese momento. Como las 

única.



¡Interpreta rápidamente una palabra o frase mostrada 

Mímica Junior.



que se muestra a todos excepto a ellos mismos. Tira 

que crees que te será de más ayuda y consigue puntos 
por cada acierto.

tendrán que adivinar quién o qué es lo que tienen en 

de un cuento y haz preguntas astutas para adivinarlo 
lo más rápido que puedas.



moss and stones to give the hut – looming at 
the edge of the Forbidden Forest – a unique 

The set contains 92% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)



add some real moss and stones to give the shop at 

The set contains 93% natural ingredients.

cardboard elements and add some red moss to 

The set contains 93% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Publishing Rights © JKR. (s22)





The set contains 96% natural ingredients.

The set contains 96% natural ingredients.

to go inside?
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.

are © & ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.



get the chance to construct them from scratch. Due 

buildings from every corner of the globe can be 

elements needed to create the Arc de Triomphe de 
l’Étoile.
The set contains 98% natural ingredients.

chance to construct them from scratch. Due to the 

most famous historical buildings from every corner 

The set contains all elements needed to create the 
Mysterious Pyramid.
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



*TV spot avaliable on client request.

get the chance to construct them from scratch. Due 

buildings from every corner of the globe can be 

elements needed to create Big Ben.
The set contains 97% natural ingredients.



unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 



Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Trefl’s series of creative construction 

building material!
The glue is an amazing solution for 
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Échangez rapidement vos cartes.
Réunissez quatre motifs identiques.
Appuyez sur la sonnette.
C’est gagné !  ! Des heures d’amusement !

Échangez rapidement vos cartes.
Réunissez quatre motifs identiques.
Appuyez sur la sonnette.
C’est gagné !  ! Des heures d’amusement !

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



garder l’œil ouvert pour trouver certaines cartes 
d’animaux. Cela dépend des oreilles que vous portez 

chaque partie est vraiment unique.





commence par placer une de ses chaises au milieu
de la table.

chaise peut toucher la table.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



Mimez le mot ou l’expression qui apparaît sur la 

Charades Junior.



que vous pensez capable vous aider au mieux et 
cumulez des points en faisant les bonnes déductions.

doivent deviner ce que la carte placée sur leur tête 

et posez des questions ingénieuses pour deviner ce 
qu’elle représente le plus rapidement possible.



vraies briques.
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Boutique d’Ollivander

de vraies briques.
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miniatures. Collectionnez les 3 structures pour 
construire le château de Poudlard en entier.

Collectionnez les 3 structures pour construire le château de 
Poudlard en entier.

Collectionnez les 3 structures pour construire le château 
de Poudlard en entier.
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l’Étoile.

*TV spot avaliable on client request.



*TV spot avaliable on client request.



unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 

unique character building using your 



Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Become a builder using 70 real clay 

line. Use your imagination and create 

solutions.

Trefl’s series of creative construction 

building material!
The glue is an amazing solution for 



The size of the outer carton (in millimeters)

Size of the unit box (in millimeters)

Display’s size (in millimetres)

Weight of the outer carton


